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Founder’s Day 2016  
 
Thank you, Mitch, very much, and thank you to the Committee for this unexpected 

award. It is a great honor to join such distinguished company, company whose 

achievements make me very humble indeed. 

 

I would like to welcome the 50th reunion class of 1966 back to campus. Since my remarks 

have a definite historical cast to them, I will note that your senior year, the 50th reunion 

class was 1916, a year in which Woodrow Wilson was president, Emma Goldman was 

arrested for lecturing on birth control, and women would have four more years to wait for 

the right to vote in the United States.  

 

I’m sure you know where this is headed--for the class of 2016, the events of your 

graduation year- Vietnam, Lyndon Johnson, James Meredith, the National Organization 

for Women - are as distant as World War 1 was to you in 1966.  

 

I’m sure I’ve have made several dozen people in the room, myself included, feel like 

dinosaurs by linking us to events 50 and 100 years ago.  

 

I’d like to say something to the younger folks in the room.  

 

It took me a long time to understand that the currency that mattered at Exeter was 

intellectual engagement. The culture was indifferent to my background, what kind of a 

family I came from, my gender, even my academic readiness, or lack thereof. I was 
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excited to be part of the early years of coeducation and I was captivated by the history I 

felt all around me in the marble and brick, in the portraits, and in the playing fields along 

the river (and yes, the Cage), - so it was a while before I stopped being distracted and 

realized that what counted, what was of consequence to the community, was what I 

brought to the table. I struggled academically at the Academy at first, as many have and, I 

assume, still do.  

 

But there was a moment, and it happened in Peter Greer’s prep English class, when I 

understood just enough. It was the old “show, don’t tell.” Looking out the window of 

Phillips Hall, it was dark- I don’t remember if from the time of day or the weather- there 

was a torrential rainstorm - or both.  Two people in the Wetherall quad ran by wearing 

trash bags for raincoats. Mr. Greer said something along the lines of, “You could write 

that it was raining outside, but if you say two people dashed past wearing plastic trash 

bags, wouldn’t that show it was raining?” I got it. I didn’t just get it, my brain lit up. I 

started seeing “show don’t tell” in everything I read.  

 

For the next paper I wrote, I thought long and hard about a memory, one of my first, 

when I was five years old, and how I could describe it. On a November day in 1963 my 

father came home from work, picked me up and took me to the beach for a walk. He had 

grown up poor - Irish Catholic variety- in Lowell, MA, the sixth of twelve children. In 

1963 he was a businessman, modestly successful, and involved in politics, having been 

John F. Kennedy’s New England coordinator in the 1960 presidential campaign. But all I 

knew on that November day was that the sunny and playful father I adored was 
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preoccupied, and that when he put me on his shoulders to walk the beach, I could feel his 

shoulders shaking.  I had never seen him cry. The universe shifted. Nine years later, I 

KNEW it was a good metaphor, at least for a 14-year old writer in that class, for how 

millions of others experienced November 22, 1963, as well. Mr. Greer got it, too. The 

response I received, exclamations points, grade and all, carried me through a lot of 

failures on the math/science side of the academic ledger, and propelled me on the 

humanities side. The faculty had an expectation that I could meet the challenge and that 

led me forward.  

 

The only piece of advice I will give today: Faculty, please do not hold back when a 

student has a moment, however small and however quotidian the effort on your part may 

be. After all, you might wind up in a speech. 

 

Until I was writing this, it had not occurred to me that the force of “showing, not telling” 

might have played a role in my choosing to be a filmmaker. It wasn’t a straight line- I 

took the LSATs twice and contemplated an academic career in history- but I ultimately 

followed the passions that were inspired at Exeter. I ended up making films that “show, 

not tell” their stories: about the greatest cataclysm in our nation’s history, the Civil War; 

about one of America’s iconic painters; about an American “idea,” the national parks, 

second only to the idea that “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal…”; about the greatest manmade environmental catastrophe in our history, 

the Dust Bowl; and now, about a quintessential American art form—Country Music—

that is composed of three-minute stories that resonate with everyday people and touch the 
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emotions (listen to Merle Haggard’s “If We Make It Through December”). In 

approaching the story of who we are as Americans, I followed what I learned 40 plus 

years ago at the Academy: the films in effect show people running in raincoats, or 

desperately waiting for it to rain, and explore the emotions of people caught up in an 

historical moment. 

 

So, what does my interest in history and my career have to do with Founder’s Day? 

When I was asked to be a trustee, I had a thought provoking conversation with Kendra 

O’Donnell, the principal at the time. Exeter existed in a hazy past for me. I demurred at 

first, noting that I was vice-president of another non-profit and in line to be president. 

Wouldn’t it be better, I asked, if I gained that experience before becoming a trustee at the 

Academy? Kendra was forthright, “You are an Exonian: let us give you that experience.” 

She was briskly finishing the business of coeducation: most of the female graduates who 

served as trustees at that time were younger than our male counterparts, but no matter, it 

was time to forge ahead, not wait a few more years. And that’s what I found when I 

arrived for my second Exeter career: a group of people always looking forward, whether 

it was the middle-income scholarship initiative, or the focus on “youth from every 

quarter,” or the decision to fund and endow new buildings for the next generation of 

Exonians, or the process that led to the recommendation to allow same gender faculty 

couples to live in dorms, a policy of basic equity for our community.  It was invigorating 

to be part of an institution with so much history that cared so much about the future. A 

school as invested in you as it had been in me. I am grateful for the opportunity to have 

contributed in some way to those efforts for the present and future, and to have had more 
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great teachers, in Kendra and Ty Tingley, in Jim Theisen, and in my fellow trustees, 

especially my co-conspirator, Jim Rogers, who led the trustees with intelligence, alacrity, 

and absorbing architectural lessons for many years. Being a trustee was an education that 

enlightened me about all the ways we can go about the business of being Exeter. 

 

In an unexpected way, being back at Exeter gave me a moment that led me forward once 

again.   When I was a trustee I was also on an extended maternity leave -10 years or so- 

and wondering if and when to return to filmmaking. One evening the trustees attended a 

reception in the Lamont Gallery and I wandered off and came across a picture of Thomas 

Lamont, class of 1942. It was a classic photograph of its time, of a beautiful boy, not 

quite yet a man, standing casually and confidently on a sailboat. The caption 

accompanying the photo noted that he had enlisted in the Navy on his 18th birthday- 

during his freshman year at Harvard. The last radio transmission of the USS Snook, the 

submarine Thomas Lamont served on, was on April 8, 1944. His parents learned he was 

missing in action a month later. My father was a year younger than Thomas Lamont and 

had been a Marine in the Pacific; he went on to attend a public university on the GI Bill 

and live a full life. That photograph and the memory of my father reminded of sacrifice 

and of lives not led, of the catastrophes and also the progress of the 20th century, and gave 

me a sudden  irrepressible sense of resolve:  I would go back to making films, propelled 

by an Exonian I had never met. I started by consulting on a PBS television series on 

World War Two. 
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To class of 2016, I hope your dreams come true, and if not all of them do, I hope that, as 

many of us old folks have discovered, you will still find meaning in the life you have 

lived. The 21st century is yours. I am proud to be connected to you, to this school, to 

Thomas Lamont, to the class of 1966, and through all of you to the classes of 1916 and 

2066. There are many constants you can hold on to as you leave Exeter:  the physical and 

geographical place- I am hopelessly sentimental, so it’s the worn marble steps and 

playing fields at dusk for me; the Academy’s core values: let intellectual curiosity and 

engagement guide you, and non sibi inform you; and the knowledge, based on looking 

back on history, that looking forward toward the future, so much else will change. 

 

 

 

 


